CODE: JC6  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: CC REQUIRED IN RT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The cost center edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'R'. This means cost center is required. If cost center is not entered, the transaction is flagged with a JC6 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.

CODE: JC7  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: CC NOT IN RT RANGE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The cost center entered must be within one of the cost center ranges in the Relationship Edit Table. If the cost center is not within any of the cost center ranges, the transaction is flagged with a JC7 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.
CODE: JC8  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: CC NOT ALLOWED IN RT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The cost center edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'N'. This means cost center is not allowed. If any information is entered for cost center, the transaction is flagged with a JC8 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.

---

CODE: JC9  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: ACT REQUIRED IN RT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The activity edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'R'. This means activity code is required. If activity is not entered, the transaction is flagged with a JC9 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.
CODE: JD1  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: ACT NOT IN RT RANGE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The activity entered must be within one of the activity code ranges in the Relationship Edit Table. If the activity is not within any of the activity code ranges, the transaction is flagged with a JD1 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.

---

CODE: JD2  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: ACT NOT ALLOW IN RT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The activity edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'N'. This means activity is not allowed. If any information is entered for activity, the transaction is flagged with a JD2 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.
CODE: JD3  
MESSAGE: PROJ REQUIRED IN RT  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project and project-phase edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'R'. This means project and project-phase are required. If project and project-phase are not entered, the transaction is flagged with a JD3 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.

CODE: JD4  
MESSAGE: PROJ NOT IN RT RANGE  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project and project-phase entered must be within one of the project and project-phase ranges in the Relationship Edit Table. If the project and project-phase are not within any of the project and project-phase ranges, the transaction is flagged with a JD4 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.
CODE: JD5  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: PROJ NOT ALLOW IN RT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project and project-phase edit indicator in the Relationship Edit Table is 'N'. This means project and project-phase are not allowed. If any information is entered for project and project-phase, the transaction is flagged with a JD5 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.

________________________________________________________________________

CODE: JD6  DEGREE OF ERROR: WARNING

MESSAGE: UNIV RT MATCH ERROR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The relationship edit match method indicator in the D53 Descriptor Table is '8'. This means a universal match will be performed. If the control key consisting of the department, fund, fiscal year, appropriation, cost center, activity, project and project-phase on the input transaction does not have a matching Relationship Edit Table record with the corresponding control key elements, this transaction is flagged with a JD6 error code.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is posted to the system master files; however, it is listed the following day (only) on the edit activity report with a warning message.

ACTION REQUIRED: If the transaction has been posted as intended, then no action is necessary since the master files have been updated. However, if the transaction has been posted in error, the original transaction must be reversed and the transaction must be resubmitted with the appropriate modifications.